How to use the SteelOrbis RSS service?

SteelOrbis RSS service can be reached via the footer at the bottom of the page. It is also possible to reach the RSS service from the pages of Steel Prices & Market Analysis and Latest Steel News.

You can create your own RSS selection based on the scope of your activity by using the Filters menu on these pages. For instance, let’s choose “Europe” under “Region” heading to go “Your Filters” page.
On “Your Filters” page, choose “longs” under “Product Group” heading.

RSS, which comprises both headings, is instantly created. In order to subscribe to the created RSS feed, click on the RSS service link to reach the RSS page.
Then click on “Subscribe to this feed” link.

You may view the subscribed RSS headings by using the “View my feeds” link or by using “Feeds” heading under Favorites. In this way, all the latest updates related to the chosen headings will reach you without delay.
If you are using Internet Explorer, to benefit from SteelOrbis RSS service you need to have Explorer 7 or later versions.

If you are using Firefox Mozilla, you have a wider range of options as regards following the RSS service. Whether you use Google or Yahoo, it will be possible for you to receive RSS service by e-mail. You will receive news related to your chosen headings at the RSS feed file at Outlook. SteelOrbis RSS Service will provide you with information you need in your daily commercial activities in the shortest possible time.

Do not hesitate to contact us for any questions and comments you may have regarding our RSS service.